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Summary: This paper assesses the current use and constraints on the use of inland valleys in central Benin are assessed to analyse their agro-potential. The methodology applied in this study is comprised of a survey of local authorities and inland valley users conducted with standardised questionnaires and the mapping of inland valley surfaces with GPS. The questionnaire contains questions to socio-economic aspects such as access to an inland valley, land tenure, current use, use constraints as well as questions to physical properties such as soil quality. In addition to the assessment of the inland valley surface area, this approach enabled a detailed socio-economic and rough physical characterization of all detected inland valleys. In total, 817 inland valleys were surveyed in this study. The local population currently uses sixty-seven percent of the valleys, primarily for crop cultivation. In most cases, only a small part of each surveyed inland valley is used. The intensity of exploitation varies across communes and across seasons. Especially in the more densely populated communes of Djougou and Parakou, where the upland soils are often degraded and arable land has become scarce in recent years, the use of inland valleys is greater than in less populated communes. This exploitation occurs primarily during the rainy season, and only a few farmers cultivate crops during the dry season. This study revealed high unused agro-potential in the inland valleys of central Benin. The main reason why inland valleys in the study area currently remain unexploited is a lack of experience in cultivating wetland. In fact, for more than 60% of the unused inland valleys, the local farmers claim to have no knowledge of which crops are adapted to seasonally waterlogged and swampy land or how to cultivate such crops. Due to climate change and population growth, the agricultural use of inland valleys in this region could become more important in the future. To ensure effective use, farmers should be supported by the regional agricultural organisation CeRPA (Centres Régionaux pour la Promotion Agricole) or development organisations to improve the knowledge of cultivation methods and inland valley management.
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1 Introduction

Pressure on land and soil resources due to a rapidly growing population is a severe problem across the African continent. In some regions, arable land has become scarce, and the degradation of soils continues due to the shortening of the fallow period. Furthermore, climate variability and changes in precipitation patterns in recent decades (Speth et al. 2010) have led to growing uncertainty amongst farmers regarding the timing of cultivation and harvest. With the ongoing climate change, the availability of water is likely to decrease in the region (Giertz et al. 2010), which will aggravate the difficulty of rain-fed agriculture. Most farmers have little or no experience in new cultivation methods and have barely enough capital for irrigation infrastructure or drought-tolerant crops. Where soil degradation has occurred, successful agriculture requires intensified exploitation or expansion into alternative cultivation areas.

Inland valleys might represent such an alternative in some areas. Inland valleys, also known as bas-fonds in francophone West Africa, offer extensive, relatively unexploited potential for agricultural production due to their higher water availability, lower soil fragility and higher fertility compared to upland areas. The target area of this study, the Upper Ouémé catchment in central Benin, has experienced rapid population growth in the last decade due to high fertility and high immigration rates (Doevenspeck 2005). This has caused the expansion of agricultural areas and led to both deforestation and shortages of land immediately available for agricultural production. Therefore, the exploitation of inland valleys could be important to the future of this region.

Raunet (1982) defines bas-fonds as flat to concave valley sections and small valleys, as well as lowered drain channels, which have no distinctive stream net. The terms ‘inland valley’ and ‘bas-fonds’ are not used consistently. The term ‘bas-fonds’ refers to the waterlogged valley bottom and its hydromorphic fringes. In contrast, an inland valley theoretically comprises a complete toposequence from the interfluves to the valley bottom with its seasonally waterlogged depression (Windmeijer and Andriesse 1993). In practice, as in this article, both terms are often used synonymously and the term ‘inland valley’ refers only to the waterlogged area and its hydromorphic fringes (Thenkabail and Nolte 1996; IVC 2005). Other regional names for bas-fonds are ‘fadamas’ in Nigeria (Turner 1985), ‘bolis’ in Sierra Leone (Mackel 1979) or ‘mare’ in Senegal. In other parts of Africa bas-fonds are also known as ‘dambo’, ‘mbuga’ or ‘vlei’ (Thomas and Goudie 1985). In West Africa, the total inland valley area is estimated to be approximately 22–53 million hectares (Windmeijer and Andriesse 1993).

Throughout the African continent, and particularly in West Africa, extensive research has been performed on inland valleys. Several studies have focused on the agro-potential of inland valleys (Assigbé and Mama 1993; Grunert et al. 2000; Mund and Grunert 1999; Mund 2004; Turner 1986; Windmeijer and Andriesse 1993), but also on geomorphologic aspects (e.g. Runge 1991). Great attention has been paid to the classification and characterization of inland valley agro-ecosystems. Andriesse et al. (1994) proposed a multi-scale characterization approach with four characterization levels from macro level (agro-ecological zone), reconnaissance level (country), semi-detailed level (key area), to detailed level, which refers to the characterization of single inland valleys. A number of studies aimed at characterising inland valleys have been supported by the Inland Valley Consortium (IVC), which is a regional initiative of 10 West African countries, including Benin, and eight international research and development institutions. This consortium promotes the sustainable development of inland valleys as a means of addressing key agricultural and development concerns in sub-Saharan Africa (i.e., poverty, food security and degradation of the natural resource base).

In Benin, the Cellule bas-fond, a department of the Direction de Genie Rurale (Directorate of Rural Engineering, DGR) in the Ministry of Agriculture, is the authority responsible for inland valley management. To efficiently plan and manage the exploitation of inland valleys, both the Cellule bas-fond and the communes need a database of information about the physical and socio-economic properties of these areas. The only such data previously available were the results of a study carried out between 1986 and 1992 by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO). In that study, approximately 180 inland valleys were identified throughout Benin (Assigbé and Mama 1993), but these valleys were neither georeferenced nor surveyed for their physical or socio-economic properties. The previous activities of the IVC in Benin focused primarily on detailed investigations of three inland valleys in the commune of Dassa-Zoumé (Assigbé and Mama 1993).

Even though the characterization of inland valley agro-ecosystems have been discussed since the 90s, most studies focused on the reconnaissance or the semi-detailed level using remote sensing data (e.g. Thenkabail and Nolte 1996; Thenkabail and...
On the detailed level, only few studies exist and they focus on single inland valleys and mainly on a physical characterization (e.g. Narteh et al. 2008). Why inland valleys “are only marginally used and with limited success” (Andriesse et al. 1994, 159) cannot only be deduced from the physical properties of the inland valleys. It is very important to take into account socio-economic aspects, because often not physical but socio-economic constraints can hinder an efficient valley-use.

In this study, the current use and constraints on the use of inland valleys in central Benin are assessed to analyse their agro-potential. Because adequate data for this evaluation was not already available, an inventory was planned and conducted in Central Benin. In this inventory, detailed information on physical and socio-economic properties for each inland valley in the target region, was collected by interviewing local authorities and inland valley users.

This study was part of the IMPETUS project, which analysed the impact of global change on the water cycle in West Africa (Speth et al. 2010).

2 Study area

This study was carried out in the communes of the Upper Ouémé catchment in central Benin (Fig. 1). The study area is located in the sub-humid Sudan-Guinea zone. Based on data from 1961–1990, the mean temperature is 26.8 °C, and the mean annual precipitation is between 1148 mm (in Parakou) and 1309 mm (in Djougou) (Ermert and Brücher 2008; Fink et al. 2008). Because the Atacora mountain chain (which is northwestern to the study area) acts as an orographical barrier to the passage of the African Easterly Waves, rainfall increases from east to west. The precipitation regime is tropical unimodal, with a rainy season from April to October and a dry season from November to March (Ermert and Brücher 2008). The geomorphology is closely linked to the geologic structure of the Precambrian basement complex (Dahomeyan Series), which is composed primarily of migmatite (Giertz and Schönbrodt 2008; El-Fahem and Kocher 2008). The landscape has a slightly undulating pediplain relief at 250 to 330 m above sea level, with scattered isolated inselbergs. Inland valleys are typical morphological forms in the study area. These appear as flat, linear, seasonally waterlogged depressions without marked stream channels in the headwater zones (Mackel 1985). Inland valleys form the primary drainage system of the granitic and metamorphic basement complex. These valleys occur primarily on the pediplains as an intensive and deep chemical weathering over a clayey saprolitic zone. Inland valleys exhibit concave cross profiles with gently tilted slopes, flat valley bottoms and gently tilted longitudinal profiles (Windmeijer and Andriesse 1993).

The predominant upland soils in the study area are nutrient-poor Acrisols and Lixisols (Hiepe 2008) according to the World Reference Base classification (IUSS Working Group/FAO, 2006). Deeply weathered Ferralsols are scarce. At the bottom of each inland valley, Gleysols are typical (Junge 2004). The predominant habitat in central Benin is dense savannah. Due to farming and slash-and-burn agriculture, most of the forest has given way to anthropogenic savannah and drastically thinned woody vegetation. Currently, natural forests occur only in scattered state reserves (Fig. 1), of which the Forêt de l’Ouémé Supérieure in the centre of the study area is the largest (Jude 2008). Land use in the study area clearly shows a north-south disparity. Anthropogenic areas predominate in the northwest around Djougou, where settlements and agricultural lands commonly stretch across paved roads. However, the agricultural use of the hitherto unused fertile savannahs in the southwest has increased due to expansion of the road network and intrarural population dynamics since the 1990s (DoevenSpeck 2005). The most densely populated area of the study region is the commune of Parakou, which is the provincial capital (300 to 400 inhabitants per km²). Population density in the other communes is lower than 70 inhabitants per km² (Heldmann and DoevenSpeck 2008). Most of the population belongs to the ethnic groups of the Bariba, Lokpa, Yom, Yoruba and Yoruba related groups (Nagots) (Heldmann 2008). Another important ethnic group in the study region is the pastoral Fulani, who immigrated from Sahel and northern Benin (DoevenSpeck 2005). Subsistence farming is the predominant form of agriculture in the region. In shifting cultivation, farmers mainly produce maize (Zea mays), cassava (Manihot esculenta) and yams (Dioscorea esculenta). The typical crop rotation is yams-maize-fallow. Traditional intercrops are sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L.), cowpeas (Vigna unguiculata), chili (Capsicum chinense), tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.), okra (Abelmoschus esculenta), banana (Musa x paradisiaca) and cashew (Anacardium occidentale) (Mulindabgwi 2005). Due to their higher water availability, inland valleys are often used for rice cultivation (Oryza sativa).
3 Methodology

The methodology applied in this study was based on the available information about inland valley characterisation and was developed after intensive discussions with the national inland valley authority of Benin (the Cellule bas-fond), the IVC and experts from the University of Abomey-Calavi. The discussion revealed that physical properties (e.g. size, soil quality, inundation period and height) as well
as socio-economic aspects such as access to an inland valley, land tenure, use constraints and reasons against using this particular inland valley are important to decide whether it is reasonable and sustainable to support the inland valley exploitation and the construction of water management measures.

Even though an identification of inland valleys is possible with remote sensing techniques, no detailed physical or socio-economic characterization can be carried out using solely these datasets. Therefore, an extensive field investigation was carried out to map the inland valleys of the region and to determine their physical and socio-economic properties. This investigation comprised a survey of local authorities using standardised questionnaires and the mapping of inland valley surfaces using GPS. We preferred using the manual mapping via GPS rather than a remote sensing approach based on aerial photographs due to the greater accuracy of this approach and a lack of high quality aerial photographs for the whole target area.

We developed the questionnaires in consultation with the Cellule bas-fond, members of the IVC and of the University of Abomey-Calavi. Before starting the survey, pre-tests were performed in three villages, and the questionnaires were subsequently adapted accordingly.

The field work was performed in cooperation with the Cellule bas-fond.

The communes of N’Dali, Djougou, Parakou, Bassila and Tchaourou (see Fig. 1) were surveyed in their entirety. For Copargo, Sinende and Bembéréké, only the parts of each commune lying within the Upper Ouémé catchment were taken into account. In this region, each village or city quarter listed in the national census was visited to locate all known inland valleys within the territory of each settlement.

In cooperation with local authorities (chefs de village or délégués), a questionnaire was filled out for each village (or quarter) to obtain information about the number of known inland valleys within the village territory, the ethnic composition of the village, the existing land use rights and other socio-economic characteristics. After the general interview with the local authorities, at least one farmer or landowner associated with each inland valley was called to complete a detailed questionnaire. This questionnaire was used to assess aspects of soil quality, hydrology, the ethnic affiliation of the farmers, the extent of exploitation of the inland valleys, management structures, the selling of products on the markets and other factors. In addition, the extent of each inland valley was mapped, with the assistance of local farmers, using GPS. To save time, very small inland valleys (< 0.5 ha) were mapped based on one central point, and an estimate of size was made by the technical assistant. For these small inland valleys, only a short questionnaire was filled out.

Based on the GPS data, the surface of each mapped inland valley (> 0.5 ha) was calculated and the hydrologic catchment of each inland valley was determined using ArcGIS. All of the data from the field study and the GIS analysis were compiled in a database, which was provided to the Cellule bas-fond to support its inland valley management efforts.

4 Results

In total, 817 inland valleys with a total surface area of 5,563 ha were identified in the research area. Figure 1 shows the locations of all surveyed inland valleys. As shown in the figure, most of these valleys were located near roads, and no inland valleys were mapped in remote areas or in protected forests. This is a consequence of the methodology used, which focused on villages as the starting points for the field survey. Small settlements in the savannah often do not have the legal status of official villages. Therefore, they do not appear in the national census data, and inland valleys within their territory were not included in this survey.

4.1 Physical characterisation

Data from the generated database and the additional GIS analyses were used to document the morphological, hydrological and pedological properties of the surveyed inland valleys. The size distribution of the surveyed inland valleys is presented in figure 2. The majority of the inland valleys are between 1 and 10 ha, but large valleys of more than 50 ha were also detected in the research area (maximum: 135 ha). Nevertheless, more than 80% of the surveyed valleys are smaller than 10 ha, and more than 95% are smaller than 20 ha. The only inland valleys larger than 60 ha were found in the commune of Parakou. These valleys are located around the drainage network as a buffer, and they could be interpreted as several individual inland valleys in a row.

With regard to the hydrological characteristics of the inland valleys, local farmers were asked to report the normal beginning and ending dates of the inundation period for both the centre and the hydromorphic fringe of each valley. The hydromorphic fringe is a
strip of land 10 to 15 meters in width that surrounds
the centre of each inland valley. This fringe is char-
acterised by hydromorphic soil characteristics and a
short period of inundation. In most cases, farmers re-
ported a month for each date, and an unambiguous in-
terpretation of such data is not possible. A period iden-
tified as beginning in August and ending in October
could mean an inundation as short as one month (the
end of August to the beginning of October) or as long
as three months (the beginning of August to the end
of October). For the analyses, we used the middle of
each month, such that “August to October” means
two months of inundation. In cases where the same
month was given for the beginning and the end of an
inundation period, that period was set to one month.
The results of this analysis are shown in figure 3.
Almost 90% of the inland valleys were inundated for
a period of two to five months annually. The fringes
were generally characterised by shorter periods of in-
undation. In more than 75% of the surveyed inland
valleys, the inundation period started in August, in
21% it started in July, and in about 3% of the valleys,
it started as early as May or June. The maximum water
level in the centre of each inland valley varied between
ten centimetres and (in two cases) more than two me-
ters, but in 75% of the cases, it ranged between 50
centimetres and one meter.
The depth of the groundwater table in the dry
season is the most important factor in determining
whether inland valleys can be used for agriculture
during this period. In the questionnaires, the local
farmers were asked to report the depth at which water
can be found in each inland valley at the end of the
dry season. The local population was able to provide
this information for only 35% of the inland valleys.
This can be explained by the fact that most of the in-
land valleys are not yet used in the dry season, as was
true of 82% of the inland valleys for which further
information about the water table was not available.
In inland valleys that are used during the dry season,
there are usually hand-dug wells in which the water
level can be observed so that the farmers are familiar
with the local groundwater conditions. LIGHTFOOT
et al. (2009) tested the reliability of interview data on
groundwater levels in Uzbekistan and found that an
estimation of depth to the water table can reliably be
made based on oral reporting by local farmers. In the
current study, the observed depth ranged between
zero and six meters below the surface. In 80% of the
cases, water can be found at depths of less than two
meters, and in 90% of the cases, it can be found at
depths of less than three meters.
To obtain a rough assessment of the agricultural po-
tential of the inland valleys, the farmers were asked to
classify the soil fertility as high, medium or low. The soil
fertility was classified as high in over 90% of the cases
and as low in less than 1% of the cases. Table 1 shows
the evaluation of the current soil fertility for the major
communes of the Upper Ouémé catchment. Whereas
in the communes of Bassila and Tchaourou, all of the
inland valley soils were evaluated as “good” by the farm-
ers, inland valleys in the densely populated commune of
Parakou were reported to have lower soil fertility. This
can be explained by the more intensive exploitation with
shorter fallow periods in Parakou.

![Fig. 2: Distribution of the surface areas of mapped inland valleys](image)

![Fig. 3: Distribution of the inundation period durations at the centre and the fringes of the inland valleys](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commune</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Intermediate</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bassila</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djougou</td>
<td>92.6</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N’Dali</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parakou</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tchaourou</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2 Use of inland valleys

Of the total 817 surveyed inland valleys, 548 are currently used by the local population, primarily (86%) for crop cultivation. However, in many cases, only small patches of the inland valleys are used. Other uses, such as pisciculture, fishing, animal husbandry and the collection of firewood, are of minor importance. In the following section, only agricultural use is analysed.

Figure 4 shows the total area of cultivated land during the rainy and dry seasons in the inland valleys of each commune. As this figure indicates, the intensity of exploitation varies across communes and across seasons. The use of inland valleys is particularly high in the more densely populated communes of Djougou and Parakou, where the upland soils are often degraded and land has become scarce in recent years. In other communes that are more sparsely populated (such as Bassila and Tchaourou), the exploitation of inland valleys is less intense.

Further analysis of the total cultivated area revealed that inland valleys are cultivated primarily during the rainy season, and only a few farmers cultivate such land during the dry season. In the more densely populated communes, the exploitation rate during the rainy season exceeds 60%, whereas in the communes of Bassila and Tchaourou in the southern part of the study area, less than 20% of the inland valley surface area is exploited during the rainy season. In the dry season, most of the inland valleys are not cultivated. Even in the communes that are experiencing land degradation and land scarcity problems, the exploitation rate is less than 20% during the dry season. Therefore, an expansion of the area under cultivation in the surveyed inland valleys is possible, primarily during the dry season.

4.3 Cultivated crops

Through the questionnaires, the crops cultivated in each surveyed inland valley were ascertained. The farmers reported the crops cultivated during the rainy and dry seasons as well as the principal crop cultivated in each inland valley. As shown in figure 5, rice is the principal crop in 62% of the cultivated inland valleys. Other important crops are yams and maize. The latter two crops are cultivated not in the central part of each inland valley, which is inundated during the rainy season, but at the sandy fringes. Whereas these crops are cultivated only using rain-fed agriculture during the rainy season, other crops, such as tomatoes, chili and okra,
are cultivated primarily using irrigated agriculture during the dry season. Only a very few farmers use technical support such as motor pumps for irrigation. Most of the irrigation is carried out manually using a ewer or calabashes and water from hand-dug wells that reach the shallow groundwater table in the inland valleys.

As mentioned in Section 2, the ethnic composition of Benin is highly diverse. In the study area, more than 46 different ethnic groups were identified as users of the inland valleys included in the survey (Fig. 6). Not all of these ethnic groups have traditionally used inland valleys for agriculture. For example, the Nagots, who live primarily in the communes of Bassila and Tchaourou, traditionally have not used inland valleys for agriculture. This partially explains the low rate of inland valley exploitation in these communes. Approximately 28% of the used inland valleys are exploited in part by the Yom, who constitute the major ethnic group in the commune of Djougou. Another important group using inland valleys in north and central Benin are the Bariba, who live primarily in the communes of N’Dali, Parakou, Tchaourou and Sinende. Other ethnic groups that use inland valleys are the Lokpa, Ditamari and Peulh (Fulbe). The remaining ethnic groups identified in the survey use less than five percent of the surveyed inland valleys.

4.3 Constraints on use

To understand the current constraints on the cultivation of inland valleys, local farmers were asked to specify the difficulties that they face in cultivating such areas or their reasons for not doing so. Specifically, for unexploited inland valleys, farmers were asked: “Why is the inland valley not cultivated?” For inland valleys in which cultivation occurred, farmers were asked: “What difficulties in inland valley cultivation exist?” Due to the open-ended nature of these questions, the interviewed farmers often stated more than one reason or problem. The analyses of the results takes into account all of these statements.

The main difficulties that farmers face when cultivating inland valleys are invasions by animals, parasites and weeds. Birds and small rodents in particular damage crops. As shown in table 2, problems with animals, parasites and weeds represent almost 60% of the statements made by farmers concerning the difficulties of cultivation in inland valleys. However,
these problems are not specific to inland valleys; they also exist in other farming systems. Further important constraints on the cultivation of inland valleys are imposed by water management problems (which were mentioned in 24.6% of all statements). In particular, the lack of irrigation water during the dry season is a major problem for many farmers. Irrigation in the dry season requires either a well to access groundwater or a dam to retain water from the rainy season. If no water management structures exist, dry season irrigation is very difficult. Often, farmers use hand-dug wells to access groundwater, which is close to the surface in the inland valleys. At the end of the dry season, these shallow wells often dry out. The control of inundation during the rainy season is also difficult. Therefore, many farmers desire the establishment of water management structures through development projects by the Cellule bas-fond. Other difficulties mentioned by farmers during the interviews include soil cultivation problems, especially due to the high clay content of the soils (“heavy soils”), and a lack of tools for cultivating the soil.

The main reason why inland valleys in the study area currently remain unexploited is a lack of experience in the cultivation of such land (Fig. 8). For more than 60% of the unused inland valleys, farmers reported having no knowledge of which crops are adapted to these seasonally waterlogged and swampy areas or how to cultivate such crops. Nearly 12% of the farmers reported avoiding inland valley cultivation due to infrastructural problems including a lack of either the manpower required for cultivating or the financial capital required for buying seeds and equipment. An additional reason given was the poor accessibility of many inland valleys. For 2% of the unused inland valleys, the scarcity of water during the dry season was an important factor. Farmers also claimed that the uncertain and unpredictable start of the rainy season hinders cultivation. Problems with soil cultivation due to crusted or heavy soils, low soil fertility and insufficient area for cultivation are also reasons reported by farmers for avoiding inland valley cultivation. Other reasons given include the location of some of the inland valleys within state forest reserves (Forêt Classé de Wari Maro and Forêt Classé de l’Ouémé Supérieur), restrictions imposed by village authorities, religious reasons (some of the sites are considered holy places) and impending support from the Cellule bas-fond or impending development projects.

5 Discussion

5.1 Discussion of the methodology

The methodology applied in our study combines a survey of local authorities and inland valley users with a mapping of inland valley surfaces based on GPS measurements. Through the use of remote sensing data, the identification of wetlands is
possible without extensive fieldwork. Sakané et al. (2011) used different types of remote sensing data (aerial photographs, ASTER and Landsat satellite images) to identify wetlands in East Africa. Runge (1991) mapped inland valleys in Togo through the stereoscopic analysis of aerial photographs. If aerial photographs are available in a good quality, the GPS-mapping can be substituted by using this data. For the evaluation of the agro-potential, physical and socio-economic data are needed, which cannot be gained from remote sensing data. To obtain this information field investigations are required. In this study the physical characterization of the inland valleys was based on statements of the interview partner and an assessment of the technician of the inland valley authority. Of course, this method can give only a rough estimation of the physical properties, which have to be completed through measurements if more detailed information is needed. Despite this, Lightfoot et al. (2009) showed that farmers can give reliable information on physical properties of their land. This was also confirmed in the studies of Junge (2004), who worked together with farmers within the IMPETUS project. Due to financial and time constraints, a detailed physical characterization based on measurements cannot be carried out for all inland valleys in any given country or key area. Andriese et al (1994) proposed in his paper to select one or two inland valleys for the physical characterization. This was also done by the IVC in Benin, but the results for one or two inland valleys cannot be transferred to other sites. Accordingly, the results have limited application possibilities in the evaluation of the agro-potential and for planning purposes. The interview-based method is therefore an alternative in which relevant information on physical properties is gained for each inland valley. With this method it is, for example, possible to distinguish between inland valleys with good and bad soil quality. In our study, bad soil quality was found mainly in inland valleys, which had been used for several decades (e.g. in the city of Parakou).

Often, not the physical but socio-economic constraints hinder effective use and management of inland valleys. Many of socio-economic details cannot be assessed using solely secondary or remote sensing data. This data can differ significantly from village to village and from inland valley to inland valley due to ethnic differences, gender of the user etc. These details are of major importance for the planner in order to be able to decide whether exploitation of an inland valley is reasonable and worth being supported.

Of course, the quality of the data strongly depends on the interviewer, the available interview partner in the village and his willingness to give detailed and truthful information.

5.2 Discussion of the results

A total of 817 inland valleys with a total area of 5,563 ha were identified in the research area. The actual total area covered by inland valleys is much higher because inland valleys not known to the local population were not taken into account in this study. In particular, inland valleys in remote areas or within protected forests were not mapped. However, these inland valleys are not of major interest for potential agricultural use. A rough estimate of 133,500 ha for the total area of inland valleys within the study region (including
valleys in remote areas and protected forests) was derived by the IMPETUS project (IMPETUS 2007) using GIS analysis of a digital elevation model in combination with remote sensing data. The total area of inland valleys across Benin is estimated to be between 160,000 ha (Assigbé and Mama 1993) and 205,000 ha (Singbo and Lansink 2010). Within the surveyed inland valleys, the potentially arable land area is much higher than the area that is currently used by the population. The area of unused land in the inland valleys is especially high in the dry season. Even in the densely populated region of Djougou, where soil degradation and a scarcity of fertile arable land are already severe problems (Hiepe 2008; Mulindabi GWi 2005), the agricultural use of inland valleys is relatively uncommon. The main reason for this is a lack of experience. Training by the regional agricultural organisations (CeRPA) or development projects could improve the knowledge of the local farmers about methods for cultivation in inland valleys. Especially in regions with ethnic groups, which are traditionally not using inland valleys (e.g. Nagot in the commune Bassila), training farmers could be very useful to promote inland valley utilisation. Most studies of inland valley soil quality report that these lowland soils exhibit favourable properties compared to upland soils in West Africa (Ogaben and Babalola 2003). The fertility of the soil varies depending on the ecological zone. Issaka et al. (1997) reported that soil fertility parameters are generally low in the Guinea savannah zone, whereas in dryer regions such as the Sudan and Sahel savannah zones, fertility is generally higher. In general, all West African lowland soils have lower values of general fertility parameters and poorer mineralogical characteristics than paddy soil in tropical Asia (Abe et al. 2010). In this study, no laboratory analyses were conducted of soil quality parameters such as nitrogen content or effective cation exchange capacity. However, the rough estimate of soil quality by the farmers indicated that most of the soils in the inland valleys considered here are of good quality. Only in densely populated regions, where inland valleys were used more intensively and over a longer period, was the quality estimated as moderate or low.

Another advantage of inland valley soils as compared to upland soils is the extended water availability. In inland valleys, the period during which sufficient water is available for plants is approximately 1–2 months longer than that of upland soils. In a study by Giertz (2004), soil moisture measurements with TDR probes on a transect in the Aguima catchment (Bassila commune) indicated that at the end of November, when upland soils had dried to a residual water content of less than 6%, the water content at the fringe of the inland valleys was still 33%.

Agricultural production in inland valley bottoms also has constraints that must be taken into account. Ogaben and Babalola (2003) stated that the most important constraint on crop production in inland valleys is the small size of these areas. Most of the inland valleys considered in that study...
are less than 1 ha in area and, consequently, are suitable only for small-scale subsistence farming. In our study area, as shown in figure 2, very large inland valleys can also be found. The mean surface area of the inland valleys surveyed in our study is 6.8 ha.

The most important constraints on inland valley farming reported by the farmers interviewed in this study are problems with weeds, animals and parasites. These are common problems in all tropical agro-ecosystems, not only in inland valleys. Weeds are especially likely to be the limiting factor for yields, particularly in moist valley bottoms (Ogran and Babalola 2003). This was confirmed by Jamin and Andriessen (1993) for inland valleys across seven countries in West Africa (Benin, Burkina Faso, Ivory Coast, Ghana, Mali, Nigeria and Sierra Leone). Weed control, which is performed manually using cutlasses and short-handled hoes, can take 50% of the time spent by farmers in the field in the humid tropics (Ogran and Babalola 2003). High weed pressure has a strong negative effect on crop yields. A study by Becker and Johnson (2001) in an inland valley in Ivory Coast found a significant negative correlation between weed biomass and rice grain yield. Becker et al. (2003) reported that water control through bunding reduced weed biomass and substantially increased the yield of rice crops. A study by Touré et al. (2009) in an inland valley of Ivory Coast showed that installing field bunds increased yields by 30–40% and lowered cumulative weed biomass by 25%. These studies illustrate the importance of water management in inland valleys used for agriculture. Problems with water management were reported as important constraints on the use of inland valleys in our study area (24.6% of all statements). The national inland valley authority, the Cellule bas-fond, supports farmers in building up water control infrastructure. Development organisations often finance these projects, as almost no budget is provided by the government for this purpose. The support of the Cellule bas-fond has thus far been limited to a few projects in selected inland valleys, e.g., in Dakparou, Komigea and Gomaezparou in the commune of Parakou. In the inland valley of Dakparou, for example, retention bunds (diguettes de retention) of 30–50 cm were built along contour lines to retain water. A sluice ensures water control in the case of high water levels. Within these larger retention bunds, smaller bunds for each parcel of 20 x 20 m (diguettes de parcelles) were built. In other inland valleys, the Cellule bas-fond has installed irrigation systems with wells and motor pumps to facilitate irrigation during the dry season.

6 Conclusions and outlook

This study aimed to analyse the actual use, constraints on the use and the agro-potential of inland valleys in central Benin. The study revealed high, unused agro-potential in these valleys, especially during the dry season and in regions with ethnic groups, which are traditionally not using inland valleys. With the interview-based method, it was possible to get detailed information on socio-economic properties and a rough assessment of physical properties like soil quality, inundation period etc. for each inland valley in the target area.

In the future, the agricultural use of inland valleys could become more important in central Benin due to the consequences of population growth and climate change. The latter is predicted to have a major impact on the availability of water (Giertz et al. 2010) and, consequently, on agricultural production. Many farmers in central Benin already suffer from the shortening of the rainy season, which might become more severe in the future. The reduced rainfall and higher temperatures will lower the soil moisture and consequently the water available for plants. In inland valleys, the period with sufficient water availability for non-irrigated cultivation is longer.

To ensure effective use, farmers should be supported by the regional agricultural organisation CeRPA (Centres Régionaux pour la Promotion Agricole) or development organisations to improve the knowledge of cultivation methods and inland valley management.

Junk (2002) stated that despite the importance of a sustainable management of wetlands, detailed wetland inventories are missing in most countries. He is aiming towards a close cooperation between scientists, local decision makers, wetland managers and people living in the respective wetlands. In this application oriented study we have shown that a close cooperation between scientists and stakeholders can provide mutually valuable data. Due to the data’s importance for national planning concerning inland valley utilisation, we provided our database to the national inland valley authority, the Cellule bas-fond. However, as a result of the decentralisation process in Benin, the communes themselves are responsible for land use planning. The information about inland valley use is therefore also of major interest for those communes. Because the administrative staff at the commune level is usually not accustomed to working with databanks, the data from this study were compiled into the information system BenIVIS, which has a graphical user interface and visualisation tools.
(IMPETUS 2009). This information system was developed in cooperation with the Cellule bas-fond.

The Cellule bas-fond and the IVC aim to carry out similar investigations for the entire country of Benin and to complete the BenIVIS database. Until today the survey have been carried out for the Zou and the Mono catchment by the Cellule bas-fond and the national water authority, DGÉau. The staff of the Cellule bas-fond and the DGÉau was trained during the IMPETUS joint project in how to integrate new inland valley datasets into the BenIVIS system.
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